
Gender queer : A MemoirGender queer : A Memoir

by Maia Kobabe (e/em/eir) - YG 306.76 KOBABE
Started as a way to explain to eir family what it means to be nonbinary
and asexual, Gender Queer is more than a personal story: it is a useful
and touching guide on gender identity--what it means and how to
think about it--for advocates, friends, and humans everywhere.

A quick & easy guide to asexualityA quick & easy guide to asexuality

by Molly Muldoon (she/her) - YG 306.762 MULDOON
This book is for anyone who wants to learn about asexuality, and
for Ace people themselves, to validate their experiences.

Messy Roots : A Graphic Memoir of aMessy Roots : A Graphic Memoir of a

Wuhanese-americanWuhanese-american

by Laura Gao (she/they) - YG 973.0495 GAO
Seamlessly toggling between past and present, this funny
graphic memoir follows a queer Chinese American’s immigration
to Texas where she just wants to make the basketball team,
escape Chinese school and figure out why she is attracted to
girls.

Queer as all get out : 10 people who'veQueer as all get out : 10 people who've

inspired meinspired me

by Shelby Criswell (they/them) - YG 306.76 CRISWELL
The author shares their life as a genderqueer person, living in the
American South, revealing their own personal struggle for
acceptance and how they were inspired by these historical
LGBTQIA+ people to live their own truth.
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Galaxy : the prettiest starGalaxy : the prettiest star

by Jadzia Axelrod (she/her) - YG AXELROD
Taylor Barzelay seems to have the perfect life with good looks
and good grades, but they are actually an alien princess from the
planet Cyandii, and after six long years of accepting the duty to
remain in hiding as a boy on Earth, it all changes when they meet
confident Metropolis city girl Katherine.

BlackwaterBlackwater

by Jeannette Arroyo (she/her) - YG ARROYO
Set in the haunted town of Blackwater, Maine, two boys fall for
each other as they dig for clues to a paranormal mystery.

Across a field of starlightAcross a field of starlight

by Blue Delliquanti (they/them) - YG DELLIQUANTI
Lu and Fassen are from different worlds and separate solar
systems, so when the war of Fassen's world invades Lu's peaceful
home, they find themselves at the forefront of a battle they hoped
would never happen.

M is for monsterM is for monster

by Talia Dutton (she/her) - YG DUTTON
Bringing her sister back to life, scientist Dr. Frances Ai is faced
with a dilemma when the girl who rises from the slab is clearly not
Maura and wants nothing to do with Frances� attempts to turn her
into something she�'s not.

Cheer up! : love and pompomsCheer up! : love and pompoms

by Crystal Frasier (she/her) - YG FRASIER
Annie is a smart, antisocial lesbian starting her senior year of high
school who's under pressure to join the cheerleader squad. Her
former friend BeBe is a people-pleaser, a trans girl who must
keep her parents happy with her grades and social life to keep
their support of her transition. Through the rigors of squad
training and amped up social pressures...the two girls rekindle a
friendship they thought they'd lost

Other ever afters / : New Queer FairyOther ever afters / : New Queer Fairy

TalesTales

by Melanie Gillman (they/them) - YG GILLMAN
Characters in classic stories who have been forced to sit on the
sidelines take center stage in this feminist, queer fairy-tale
collection told in a graphic novel.

Welcome to St. HellWelcome to St. Hell

by Lewis Hancox (he/him) - YG HANCOX
In Welcome to St. Hell, author-illustrator Lewis Hancox takes
readers on the hilarious, heartbreaking, and healing path he took
to make it past trauma, confusion, hurt, and dubious fashion
choices in order to become the man he was meant to be.

A map to the sunA map to the sun

by Sloane Leong (she/her) - YG LEONG
Follows a year in the life of Ren, dealing with family troubles, her
role on a struggling girls' basketball team, and the return of her
old friend Luna, who hopes to rekindle their friendship.

The magic fishThe magic fish

by Trung Le Nguyen (he/him) - YG NGUYEN
Real life isn't a fairytale. But Tié̂n still enjoys reading his favorite
stories with his parents from the books he borrows from the local
library. It's hard enough trying to communicate with your parents
as a kid, but for Tié̂n, he doesn't even have the right words
because his parents are struggling with their English. Is there a
Vietnamese word for what he's going through?

Taproot : a story about a gardener and aTaproot : a story about a gardener and a

ghostghost

by Keezy Young (they/she) - YG YOUNG
Blue, a ghost who is in love with his best friend, Hamal, who can
see ghosts, fears that he must leave his friend when some
strange disturbances in the local afterlife reveal that Hamal's
ability could put him in danger.
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